EarthWay® Products, Inc. has been manufacturing the EV-N-SPRED® range of high quality pedestrian spreaders for over 40 years and is based in Bristol, Indiana, USA. EarthWay® designs, engineers, and manufactures high quality lawn and garden products used by homeowners and professionals worldwide.

With continual research and development, innovation and design EarthWay® have become leaders in the pedestrian broadcast spreader market. The new revolutionary EarthWay® EV-N-SPRED® FLEX-SELECT range is engineered to provide a unique spreader experience enabling users to benefit from one spreader capable of spreading a wide range of materials accurately, economically and effectively.

**Unique New Features**

- Exclusive oscillating shut-off with replaceable agitation pins improves poor flowing materials spread ability.

- Intelligent design of the NEW delivery system provides up to a 50% increase in the spreading width, making the FLEX-SELECT the most efficient spreader EarthWay® have ever produced.

- 3 application options, 3 trays one spreader for best results with all types of material.
  - Standard-output for common granular materials and standard application rates - fertilisers.
  - High-output for large particle size and high application rates - salt & ice melt.
  - Low-output for small seed and very low application rates - grass seed and specialist chemical applications.
DRIVE THE NEW EARTHWAY® FLEX-SELECT
1 MACHINE - 3 APPLICATION METHODS
INTELLIGENT INNOVATION AND DESIGN
FLEX-SELECT PRO Series

The NEW EarthWay® EV-N-SPRED® FLEX-SELECT series are built in the USA and are engineered for extremely accurate application, easy operation and long life.

The EV-N-SPRED® FLEX-SELECT series are heavy-duty, highly manoeuvrable spreaders that are engineered to apply all types of material. Designed for maximum user comfort and convenience.

Introducing the EarthWay® EV-N-SPRED® FLEX-SELECT Interchangeable Tray System, you can select one of three optional uniquely suited “trays” that includes precision engineered apertures and shut-off systems for multiple materials and output rates. An EarthWay® exclusive!
INTERCHANGEABLE TRAY SYSTEM
AN EARTHWAY® EXCLUSIVE

STANDARD-OUTPUT

For professional accurate spreading the standard output tray featuring the EV-N-SPRED® 3 hole drop mechanism with the Dual Port Pro adjustable shut off system applies all granular fertilisers evenly and efficiently in a 180° balanced spread pattern.

This will save time and money with a true one pass even application.

HIGH-OUTPUT

Specifically designed for applying large granular materials - rock salt, sand - the High Output tray has a NEW exclusive oscillating agitator integrated into the shut off system. This improves the flow of difficult to spread materials.

Intelligent design provides new unique agitation system.

LOW-OUTPUT

Accurately apply small gauge materials such as fine grass seed, chemicals and other low volume output products. The Low-Output tray features the exclusive oscillating shut-off with agitation pins keeping fine materials flowing.

Specifically designed for low volume applications.
**FLEX-SELECT COMMERCIAL SERIES**

The EV-N-SPRED® FLEX-SELECT COMMERCIAL with the distinctive diamond frame are heavy-duty, highly manoeuvrable spreaders engineered to apply all types of material.

- 36kg hopper capacity
- EV-N-SPRED® FLEX-SELECT interchangeable tray system
- New “Floating” heavy-duty gearbox for long life
- 33cm diameter turf tyres on rust-proof poly rims
- Diamond commercial epoxy powder coated chassis
- Debris screen
- 5-Year limited warranty
- Optional 3-sided deflector and rain cover

**FLEX-SELECT PROFESSIONAL SERIES**

The EV-N-SPRED® FLEX-SELECT PROFESSIONAL Series are the highest specification spreaders incorporating the Twin-Tube epoxy powder coated or stainless steel chassis. With the larger 60kg hopper option, it’s the ultimate versatile professional spreader.

- 36kg or 60kg hopper capacity
- EV-N-SPRED® FLEX-SELECT interchangeable tray system
- Twin-tube professional epoxy powder coated or stainless steel chassis
- New “Floating” heavy-duty gearbox for long life
- 3-position adjustable handle for a custom operator fit
- 33cm diameter turf tyres on rust-proof poly rims
- Debris screen
- 5-Year limited warranty
- Optional 3-sided deflector and rain cover

**FLEX-SELECT TOW ACCESSORY**

Both FLEX-SELECT Commercial and Professional spreaders can be converted into tow units simply with the addition of the FLEX-SELECT Tow Accessory. The unique Tow Kit enables the same spreader to be pulled or pushed and takes 10 minutes to convert from one to the other.
EV-N-SPRED® PROFESSIONAL SERIES
C22HD - 3100 - M40/M80 - 2750

EV-N-SPRED® C22HD & C22HDS

The EarthWay EV-N-SPRED® C22HD is the industry standard used by professional turf managers. A strong, robust commercial grade pedestrian spreader with the EV-N-SPRED® Pro-Shut-off mechanism.

- 23kg hopper capacity
- EV-N-SPRED® PRO dual port adjustable shut-off
- 33cm diameter turf tyres
- Twin-Tube epoxy powder coated professional chassis
- Heavy-duty gearbox
- Debris screen

EV-N-SPRED® M40/M80

The M80ECM and M40ECM 12-volt spreaders are specifically designed for use with utility vehicles. With 112kg or 45kg heavy-duty rustproof hoppers and the Exclusive Electronic Control Module allows remote on/off motor control and open/close of the shut-off mechanism.

- 112kg or 45kg hopper capacity
- EV-N-SPRED® PRO dual port adjustable shut-off
- High-torque 12-volt motor in thermoplastic case
- Stainless steel chassis
- Washout port for easy cleaning

EV-N-SPRED® 3100

The 3100 Professional Hand Crank spreader is ideal for spreading granular material in wet areas, over uneven terrain or in places a pedestrian spreader cannot go. With adjustable spread width of up to 4.5m the 3100 is a precision application unit.

- 18kg hopper capacity
- Heavy-duty high-speed gearbox
- Epoxy powder coated chassis
- EV-N-SPRED® PRO dual port adjustable shut-off

EV-N-SPRED® 2750

The over shoulder hand operated EV-N-SPRED® 2750 is a corrosion, tear and weather resistant spreader. With a 9kg nylon bag hopper, equipped with a zip top for easy filling and closure. The Exclusive Rocking Agitator provides smooth, even material feeding to the distribution plate.

- 9kg hopper capacity
- Adjustable shoulder strap
- Rocking agitator
- Spring loaded shut-off
**Estate Series**

**2050P - 2050TP - 2150 - 2600A Plus**

**EV-N-SPRED® 2050P**

The EV-N-SPRED® 2050P is a pedestrian push spreader with pneumatic tyres. Well balanced and easy to push this spreader features rust proof poly rims.

- 36kg hopper capacity
- Fully assembled
- EV-N-SPRED® 3-hole drop

**EV-N-SPRED® 2050TP**

The EV-N-SPRED® 2050TP tow spreader is designed for use with garden tractors and ride on mowers. Featuring pneumatic tyres for stability and an easy reach on/off lever.

- 36kg hopper capacity
- Part assembled
- EV-N-SPRED® 3-hole drop

**EV-N-SPRED® 2150**

The EV-N-SPRED® 2150 broadcast spreader applies grass seed and fertiliser and all types of sports and amenity products. A popular spreader for use in landscaping work, on estates, and many other sports-turf facilities.

- 23kg capacity hopper
- 33 cm pneumatic stud type wheels
- EV-N-SPRED® 3-hole drop

**EV-N-SPRED® 2600A Plus**

The EV-N-SPRED® 2600A plus is designed for regular use on smaller and medium sized areas of turf, perfect for use on lawns and tennis courts. Can also be used with ice melt products in winter time.

- 18kg capacity hopper
- EV-N-SPRED® 3-hole drop
- Solid on/off control rod linkage
- Tubular handle shaft
- 20 cm pneumatic wheels
**RESIDENTIAL SERIES**

3400 - 7350 - 1950 - 2050SU - 2030

---

**EV-N-SPRED® 3400**

The EV-N-SPRED® 3400 is an ergonomic hand spreader for use with seed, fertiliser, most granular material and ice melt. Featuring an integrated scoop design, the 3400 can scoop material out of bags and boxes.

- 1kg hopper capacity
- Hand held
- Scoop design

---

**EV-N-SPRED® 7350**

The EarthWay® 7350 Drop Spreader spreads grass seed, applies fertiliser and all types of lawn and garden granular products. The spreader is delivered semi-assembled, simply attach the handles.

- 34kg hopper capacity
- 55cm spread width
- 25 cm diameter wheels

---

**EV-N-SPRED® 1950**

The EV-N-SPRED® 1950 is ideal for small to medium sized lawns and is fully assembled and ready to use out of the box.

- 18kg hopper capacity
- Fully assembled
- Earthway® 3 hole drop

---

**EV-N-SPRED® 2050SU**

The EV-N-SPRED® 2050SU has 25cm diameter deep-lug poly wheels and a 36 kg hopper.

- 36kg hopper capacity
- Fully assembled
- High spec large Earthway® gear box

---

**EV-N-SPRED® 2030**

The EV-N-SPRED® 2030 is ideal for medium sized lawns. A budget spreader with high capacity featuring Earthway’s accurate 3 hole drop delivery system.

- 30kg hopper capacity
- Fully assembled
- Packed in “3 in a box” presentation unit
The **EarthWay 1001-B seeder** takes the guesswork out of planting. Simple in operation, effective in performance the user selects and installs one of the precision seed plates that best fits the seed.

Adjust the depth of planting on the ground opener, and then set the 76 cm long row marker for the desired row width, fill the seed hopper with seeds, then push. 1001-B plants at precise depth, a precise spacing, and covers and packs all in one operation. Eliminating the problems of seed rot and missed plants.

- All aircraft aluminium semi-assembled frame
- Rustproof wheels
- Six precision seed plates included
- 76cm aluminium row marker
- Adjustable ground opener
- Cover chain
- 5-Year Limited Warranty

**Optional extras include:**
- Side-dress fertiliser attachment with variable flow control
- 5 set seed plate kit
- Seed plate storage case
- Blank seed plate
EV-N-SPRED® 2040PI PLUS
Specifically designed for spreading ice melt, rock salt, dry sand and other high volume application products. Ideal for smaller areas of use.
- 30kg hopper capacity
- 22cm pneumatic tyres
- Fully assembled
- Solid control rod linkage

EV-N-SPRED® 2130
Commercial design for spreading ice melt, rock salt and dry sand. It features the EarthWay® EV-N-SPRED® High Speed gearbox as a central part of this top performance spreader.
- 30kg hopper capacity
- 33cm pneumatic tyres
- Strengthened heavy duty chassis

EV-N-SPRED® 2750B
Easy to use, the hand driven EarthWay® EV-N-SPRED® 2750B features a nylon bag with a large zip for easy filling. A variable shut off control enables the wide spreading of multiple product. Ideal for spreading fine salt and ice melts.
- 7kg capacity
- Shoulder Mounted
- Hand Operated

EV-N-SPRED® 3400B
The EV-N-SPRED® 3400B is an ergonomic hand spreader for use with ice melt and most granular material. Designed with an integrated scoop design, the 3400B can scoop material out of bags and boxes, keeping users hands clean whilst in use.
- 1kg capacity
- Hand held
- Scoop design

EarthWay EV-N-SPRED® Deflector Kits
EarthWay® EV-N-SPRED® spreaders can be fitted with deflector kits which protect flower beds and gardens from receiving unwanted ice melt. The deflector kit negates the use of a drop spreader.